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i got to check it out today, and the results are
impressive. the movie is faithful to the novel, yet

anyone who remembers the original will notice lots
of differences: most glaringly, the version of bond i
saw — and the bond that’s featured in the trailer —

are not the same actors as the ones who played
bond in the 50s. it’s a bit of a gamble, since it might
seem like this is yet another homogenized reboot,
but if it turns out like “casino royale” doesn’t, it’s

good news for anyone who loves the well-
entrenched bond franchise. the first time i saw

casino royale, i wasn't sure that it was all that good.
coming on the heels of the disappointing die

another day, the film promised a return to the stark,
chilly, sometimes arty moods of previous entries,

and it didn't disappoint. daniel craig's debut
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performance as bond was a brave one, and the film
was tightly scripted, occasionally striking, and often
brilliantly acted. yet it seemed far too long. all for
the briefest of days. and that's basically what the
first hour of casino royale is: a return to starkly,
soulfully arty form. it was so cold in the previous
outing--the fifth in the series--that the opening

sequence was canned in a studio studio. here, the
icy weather doesn't prevent the action from moving
with some propulsive energy. i like the way that the
opening shot, of 007's aston martin convertible as it
approaches a fortress, finds a kind of rhythm in the
way that the gun shots tracking from ear to ear to
ear to ear add up to a kind of beat, something that
we begin to recognize as a recurring motif in the

film.
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in the new bond (daniel craig) we have a much
younger 007 than we've seen before; he's 25, and

surely only get older from here. that's the lens
through which we view the film. casino royale is, like

moore's tomorrow never dies, a bachelors movie:
he's off-duty, unmoored, flirting, and walking

around. i've heard that it was supposed to be a
remake of from russia with lovebut the original

novel was published in 1963, and the movie was
released in 1963. it has a similar feeling, but without

the russian touches. and it's set in the early '70s:
think of it as the most fascinatingly dated bond ever

(the cigarettes are stubbed out in ashtrays, the
diplomat's attaché case contains a walkman, and
the spy's briefcase is like a walkie-talkie.) far as i

know, no fleming novel was ever set in a casino, but
it fits the mood. craig's bond, a rogue against the

cold security of the state, is a very different
swashbuckler than the suavely efficient 007 of the

old days. in fact, it's a retroactive critique of ian
fleming's original bond, as well as a version of his
fans who like those old james bond movies, but

were too young to see them--and still crave them.
bond is a lot more crude than before--too much so,
for some: roger moore's era of tweeds and pussycat
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dresses (and the flash of his wit) is all forlorn now.
he's earned his clothes, but it's as if bond is forced
to wear them by script. his signature leather jacket

is baggy and hangby; the pants are tight and
obscenely brief. even his pockets are too fat for

bond. the moment i had my doubts that he'd make
for a sympathetic character (and i'd like to think

that i won't be the only one to have my doubts), he
proved his legitimacy by venting his rage in quick,
vicious bursts. i laughed when bond flew a bottle of
champagne across the room. and my fears--this is a
cynical bond, something he'll never be again--that
the film would be all noir are now proved untrue:
even the most forbidding nightclub scenes have a

jocular, comic-strip element. in no way is this a bond
movie for grownups. indeed, the movie begins by

having bond drive an aston martin vantage across a
snowy los angeles street, and when he pulls into a
casino parking lot, you can hear the tiny corvette
engines in the back of your head. if the first bond

(connery) said bond, the second (moore) said chic.
but this third bond (craig) says bond loud. and that's
when the franchise could have really fallen over the

cliff. 5ec8ef588b
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